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Variation after Projection (VAP) calculations in conjunction with Hartree Bogoliubov (HB) ansatz have been
carried out for 124−132Ce mass chain. In this framework, the yrast spectra, B(E2) transition probabilities and
occupation numbers for various shell model orbits have been obtained. The observed decrease in deformation in
going from 124Ce to 132Ce is seen to arise due to a slow decrease in the occupation of 1g7/2 proton orbit and a
systematic increase in the occupations of 2d5/2, 1g7/2 and 1h11/2 neutron orbits. Besides this, the experimental
low-lying yrast spectra and B(E2) transition probabilities are reproduced with reasonable accuracy by using
PQOH interaction.

I Introduction

An inspection of the recent experimental data [1-10], for ex-
ample the energy level spacings and the lifetimes of excited
states in the light neutron-deficient Cerium (Ce) nuclei re-
veals a region of pronounced collective behavior. The exper-
imental data [1-5] shows that this collective pattern evolves
rapidly in moving from 132Ce to 130Ce to 128Ce. Some-
time ago, Zhang et al. [11] pointed out that E+

4 /E+
2 ratio is

an important parameter for determining the shape of a nu-
cleus. For a rigid rotator its value should be 3.33 while as
its value for spherical nucleus should be around 2. The val-
ues in between these two limits indicate that the nucleus is
quasi-deformed and has vibrational character. As one moves
away from 132Ce towards the lower mass side, one observes
a systematic decrease in the energy value of 2+ state and a
systematic increase in the value of the ratio of E+

4 /E+
2 . For

example, the values of E+
2 and E+

4 /E+
2 for 132Ce are 0.32

MeV and 2.66 and for the lightest 124Ce isotope these values
are 0.14 MeV and 3.21, respectively. It may be noted from
Table 1 that 124−128Ce are reasonably well deformed nuclei.
Sometime back, Lister et al. [9] have predicted lightest Ce
isotopes to be axially symmetric rotors with quadrupole de-
formation β2 ≈ 0.3. This work reports major advance in
knowledge of A=130 region of deformation. They have also
said that their work is required to understand the details of
the behavior of these nuclei.

A few theoretical attempts [2,9,12] have been made to
study the neutron-deficient Ce isotopes. Yan et al. [12]
have calculated only the deformation parameters (β, γ) from
the decay properties and the energies by using triaxial rotor
model for the 128−136Ce isotopes. They found that the cal-
culated parameters are in good agreement with one another.
Todd et al.[2] have interpreted the experimental results in
130Ce in terms of the Cranked-shell model by assuming a

prolate deformation with ε2 ≈ 0.25. They interpreted the
reduced frequency of the highest state observed in 130Ce
(26+) as an effect of h11/2 neutron alignment process. It
has been found that theoretical attempts have been made by
many authors to study specific nuclei and there is a lack of
microscopic calculation to study the low-lying systematics
of the entire neutron-deficient part of Ce isotopic mass chain
in a single framework. It is with this motivation to study
the low-lying systematics of the neutron-deficient isotopes
that we plan to study these nuclei in a suitable calculational
framework.

In the present paper an attempt has been made to carry
out a microscopic study of the yrast states and B(E2) transi-
tion probabilities in the neutron-deficient 124−132Ce, by em-
ploying the VAP [13] formalism in conjunction with the HB
[14] ansatz for the axially symmetric wave functions. For
the calculation of yrast levels, the pairing plus-quadrupole-
quadrupole- plus- octupole-octupole plus- hexadecapole-
hexadecapole (PQOH) model of effective interaction in a
valence space spanned by 3s1/2, 2d3/2, 2d5/2, 2f7/2, 1g7/2,
1h9/2, 1h11/2 and 1i13/2 orbits for protons as well as neu-
trons is employed. The 100Sn is considered as an inert core.

II Calculational details

II.1 The one and two body parts of the Hamil-
tonian

The spherical single-particle energies (S.P.E.’s) that we
have employed are (in MeV): (2d5/2) = 0.0, (3s1/2) = 1.4,
(2d3/2) = 2.0, (1g7/2) = 4.0, (1h11/2) = 6.5, (2f7/2) =
13.0, (1h9/2) = 14.0 and (1i13/2) = 15.5. The S.P.E.’s of
2d5/2, 3s1/2, 2d3/2, 1g7/2 and 1h11/2 are nearly the same
as that employed by Vergados and Kuo [15] as well as
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Table 1. The experimental values of the excitation energy of the E+
2 state, E+

4 /E+
2 ratio and the intrinsic quadrupole moments of the HB

states in 124−132Ce isotopes. Here < Q2
0 >π (< Q2

0 >ν) give the contribution of the protons (neutrons) to the total intrinsic quadrupole
moments. The quadrupole moments have been computed in units of b2, where b =

√
�/mω is the oscilattor parameter.

Nucleus E+
2 E+

2 E+
4 /E+

2 < Q2
0 >HB < Q2

0 >π < Q2
0 >ν

Exp. Th. Exp.
124Ce 0.14 0.15 3.21 94.50 40.55 53.95
126Ce 0.17 0.16 3.06 93.83 40.13 53.70
128Ce 0.20 0.17 3.00 91.42 40.00 51.42
130Ce 0.25 0.20 2.84 85.52 39.52 46.00
132Ce 0.32 0.25 2.66 77.80 39.64 38.16

Federman and Pittel [16]. The S.P.E.’s of 2f7/2, 1h9/2 and
1i13/2 orbits are taken from Nilsson diagrams, published in
the book by Nilsson and Ragnarsson [17] with small varia-
tions so as to reproduce shell closures for N=82 for 140Ce.

The two body effective interaction that has been em-
ployed is of PQOH type. The pairing plus quadrupole-
quadrupole (PQ) interaction is of the type given in reference
[18]. The pairing part can be written as

VP = (G/4)
∑
αβ

SαSβa
†
αa

†
ᾱaβ̄aβ , (1)

where α denotes the quantum numbers (nljm). The state ᾱ
is the same as α, but with the sign of m reversed. Here Sα

is the phase factor (−1)j−m. The quadrupole-quadrupole
(q.q) part of the interaction is given by

Vq.q = (χ/2)
∑
αβγδ

∑
µ

〈
α|q2

µ|γ
〉 〈
β|q2

−µ|δ
〉×(−1)µa†αa

†
βaδaγ ,

(2)
where the operator q2

µ is given by

q2
µ = (16π/5)1/2r2Y 2

µ (θ, φ). (3)

The strengths for the like particle neutron-neutron (n −
n), proton- proton (p− p) and neutron-proton (n− p) com-
ponents of the quadrupole-quadrupole (q.q) interaction were
taken as

χnn(= χpp) = −0.0102 MeV b−4

and

χnp = −0.0204 MeV b−4

Here b(=
√

�/mω) is the oscillator parameter. These
values for the strengths of the q.q interactions compare fa-
vorably with the ones employed by Devi et al.[19]. The
strength for the pairing interaction was fixed through the ap-
proximate relation G = (18 − 21)/A. As we have carried
out the calculations by incorporating octupole-octupole and
hexadecapole-hexadecapole interaction terms in the PQ two
body interaction. The forms of higher multipole interaction
terms were taken as

Vd.d = (χ/2)
∑
αβγδ

λ∑
ν=−λ

(−1)ν
〈
α|dλ

ν |γ
〉 〈
β|dλ

−ν |δ
〉
a†αa

†
βaδaγ

(4)
where the operator dλ

ν is given by

dλ
ν = rλY λν(θ, φ). (5)

For λ = 3 and 4, the octupole-octupole and
hexadecapole-hexadecapole interaction terms are obtained.
The relative magnitudes of the parameters of the octupole-
octupole and hexadecapole-hexadecapole parts of the two
body interaction were calculated from a relation suggested
by Bohr and Mottelson [20]. According to them the approx-
imate magnitude of these constants for isospin T=0 is given
by

χλ =
4π

2λ+ 1
mω2

0

A 〈r2λ−2〉 for λ = 1, 2, 3, 4... (6)

and the parameters for the T=1 case are approximately half
the magnitude of their T=0 counterparts. This relation was
used to calculate the values of χpp3 and χpp4 relative to χpp

by generating the wave function for 124Ce and then calcu-
lating the values of

〈
r2λ−2

〉
for λ = 2, 3 and 4.

The values of these parameters for octupole-octupole in-
teraction work out to be

χpp3(= χnn3) = −0.00366 MeV b−6

and
χpn3 = −0.00690 MeV b−6

whereas their values for hexadecapole-hexadecapole part of
the two body interaction turn out to be

χpp4(= χnn4) = −0.00020 MeV b−8

and
χpn4 = −0.00041 MeV b−8.
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II.2 Projection of the states of good angular mo-
mentum from axially symmetric HB intrinsic
states

The procedure for obtaining the axially symmetric HB
intrinsic states has been discussed in reference [21].

The axially symmetric HB states can be written as

|Φ0 >=
∏
im

(um
i + νm

i b†imb
†
im

)|0 >, (7)

where the creation operator b†im can be expressed as

b†im =
∑

j

cmjia
†
jm , b†

im
=

∑
j

(−1)l+j−mcmjia
†
j−m. (8)

Here the creation operators a†jm create a particle in the
orbit |nljm > and cmji are the expansion coefficients. The
index j labels the single-particle states and the index i is em-
ployed to distinguish between the different deformed single-
particle states with the same < Ĵz >= m.

The states with good angular momenta J projected from
the HB state |ΦK > can be written as

|ΨJ
K > = P J

KK |ΦK >

= [(2J + 1)/8π2]
∫

DJ
KK(Ω)R(Ω)|ΦK > dΩ

(9)

where R(Ω) and DJ
KK(Ω) are the rotation operators of the

rotation matrix, respectively. The energy of the state with
the angular momentum J is given as

EJ = < Φ0|HP J
00|Φ0 > / < Φ0|P J

00|Φ0 >

=

∫ π

0 h(θ)dJ
00(θ)d(cosθ)∫ π

0 n(θ)dJ
00(θ)d(cosθ)

, (10)

Here the overlap integrals h(θ) and n(θ) are given by
�

h(θ) = n(θ)


∑

α

ε(α)ραα − (G/4)
∑
ατ3

Sα

[
f(1 +M)−1

]τ3

αᾱ

∑
βτ3

Sβ

[
(1 +M)−1F

]τ3

ββ̄

− (1/2)
∑

τ3τ ′
3µ

(−1)µχτ3τ ′
3

∑
αγ

〈
α|q2

µ|γ
〉
ρτ3

αγ

∑
βδ

〈
β|q2

−µ|δ
〉
ρ

τ ′
3

δβ


 (11)

where

n(θ) = {det[1 +M(θ)]}1/2, (12)

Fαβ(θ) =
∑

m′
α,m′

β

djα

mαm′
α
(θ)djβ

mβm′
β
(θ)fjαm′

α′jβm′
β′ (13)

fαβ =
∑

i

Cmα

jαi C
mβ

jβ i

(
νmα

i

umα

i

)
δmα,−mβ

, (14)

M(θ) = F (θ)f † , (15)

ραβ(θ) = {M(θ)/[1 +M(θ)]}αβ = δαβ − {[1 +M(θ)]−1}αβ. (16)



The yrast energies are calculated as follows. Using the

results for the HB calculations - and these are summarized
in terms of the amplitudes (um

i , ν
m
i ) and the expansion co-

efficients cmji - we first set up the (50 × 50) f -matrix in the
present configuration space. Then F , M , and (1 + M)−1

are computed for 20 Gaussian quadrature points in the range
(0, π/2). Finally, the projected energies are calculated em-
ploying equations (10)-(16).

II.3 The variation-after-angular momentum
projection (VAP) method

The VAP calculations has been carried out as follows.
We first generated the self-consistent HB solutions, φ(β),
by carrying out the HB calculations with the Hamiltonian
(H − βQ2

0), where ‘β’ is a parameter. The selection of the
optimum intrinsic states, φopt(βJ ), is then made by finding
out the minimum of the projected energy

�
EJ (β) =< φ0(β)|HP J

00| < φ0(β) > / < φ0(β)|P J
00|φ0(β) >, (17)

as a function of β. In other words, the optimum intrinsic state for each yrast J satisfies the conditions

∂/∂β
[
< φ0(β)|HP J

00|φ0(β) > / < φ0(β)|P J
00|φ0(β) >

]
β=βJ

= 0, (18)
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III Deformation systematics of
124−132Ce isotopes

If one looks at the observed E+
2 energy and E+

4 /E
+
2 values

(see Table 1), one observes a systematic increase in the value
of E+

2 energy and a decrease in the E+
4 /E

+
2 values as one

moves from 124Ce to 132Ce. It may be noted that 124−128Ce
are reasonably well deformed nuclei with E+

4 /E
+
2 values

≥ 3.00. Within the framework of hydrodynamic model,
Bohr and Mottelson [22], have derived a simple expression
for the B(E2) values in terms of the transition energy of
E+

2 state. If one analyses the systematics of the E+
2 energy

values in the light of this relation, that may be interpreted
to imply that the E+

2 systematics bear an inverse correla-
tion to the observed quadrupole moment (Q+

2 ) systematics.
Since the Q+

2 of a nucleus is directly related to its intrin-
sic quadrupole moment, the observed systematics of the E+

2

with A should produce a corresponding inverse systematics
of intrinsic quadrupole moments of the neutron-deficient Ce
isotopes with increasing ‘A’. Based upon the above logic, the
calculated values of intrinsic quadrupole moments should
exhibit an inverse systematics of the E+

2 state. Thus, for
the neutron - deficient 124−132Ce isotopes, there should be
a systematic decrease in the intrinsic quadrupole moments
as one moves from 124Ce to 132Ce. The decrease in the
quadrupole moment for 128Ce to 130Ce and 130Ce to 132Ce
should be large as compared to other Ce isotopes. In Table
1, the results of HB calculations are presented. It may be
noted that for the 124Ce, the intrinsic quadrupole moment is
94.50 b2, where b is a harmonic oscillator parameter. This
value is the largest, meaning thereby that this nucleus should
be highly deformed that is what is observed experimentally.
For 128Ce to 132Ce, one observes large steps of decrease in
intrinsic quadrupole moments as ‘A’ changes from 128 to
132. The change in intrinsic quadrupole moments is from
91.42 to 77.80 b2. For 124Ce to 128Ce, the steps of decrease
in the intrinsic quadrupole moments are very slow mean-
ing thereby that there is a slow decrease in the degree of
deformation from 124Ce to 128Ce. The trend exhibited by
the intrinsic quadrupole moments is therefore seen to be in
synchrony with the observedE+

2 systematics of the neutron-
deficient 124−132Ce isotopes.

Attention is next focussed on the factors that are respon-
sible for making the neutron-deficient Ce isotopes to exhibit
such features. In this regard, it is important to discuss and
highlight some of the well accepted factors responsible for
bringing in sizeable collectivity in the nuclei in general. It is
well known that if the down slopping components of a high-

j valence orbit starts filling up, it has the effect of bringing
in sharp increase in collectivity. Further, if the higher com-
ponents of a high-j orbit starts filling up, there would be a
slow decrease in collectivity. Besides this, we know that a
closed shell or a sub-shell makes zero contribution to the in-
trinsic quadrupole moment. Therefore , if a sub-shell gets
polarized and still has occupation probability greater than
the mid sub-shell occupation, then it will again have the ef-
fect of introducing some degree of deformation in the nu-
cleus. In the light of above effects, we now try to find out the
causes responsible for the observed systematics of neutron-
deficient Ce isotopes. In Tables 2 and 3, the results of occu-
pation probabilities of various proton and neutron sub-shells
for the ground state, calculated from HB wave function gen-
erated for 124−132Ce isotopes are presented. It may be noted
from the Table 2 that proton sub-shells 3s1/2, 2d3/2, 2d5/2

and 1h11/2, have nearly constant value of proton occupation
probabilities with increasing ‘A’. But the occupation prob-
ability of 1g7/2 proton sub-shell decreases slowly with an
increasing value of ‘A’ for 124−132Ce isotopes. Because of
the slow decrease in the 1g7/2 proton sub-shell occupation
probability with ‘A’, a slow decrease in protonic contribu-
tion to intrinsic quadrupole moments is seen to occur as
one moves from 124Ce to 132Ce. From Table 3, it is ob-
served that the values of occupation probabilities of 2d5/2

and 1g7/2 neutron sub-shells are increasing with increasing
mass number A and is more than half full. As the occupa-
tion probabilities of 2d5/2 and 1g7/2 neutron sub-shells are
more than half full and increase with an increase in mass
number A, there is a corresponding decrease in the intrin-
sic quadrupole moments as one goes from 124Ce to 132Ce.
Now, coming to the discussion of h11/2 neutron orbit oc-
cupation probability, one observes from Nilsson diagrams
that the slope of h11/2,±5/2, orbit is weakly down slopping.
As seen from Table 3 the occupation probability of 1h11/2

neutron orbit increases from a value of 4.16 to 5.75 as we
pass from 124Ce to 132Ce. This means that the additional
neutrons are filling the weakly down slopping h11/2,±5/2,
orbit as one moves from 124Ce to 132Ce. This effect also
results into a very small change in neutronic contribution to
the intrinsic quadrupole moments. Considering the effect of
all the factors, the net result is that there is a decrease in
the calculated intrinsic quadrupole moments as one moves
from 124Ce to 132Ce. From what has been said, the overall
observed deformation systematics in 124−132Ce can be un-
derstood in terms of the systematic changes in the occupa-
tion probabilities of the various valence orbits as explained
above.

Table 2. The sub-shell occupation numbers (protons) in the nuclei 124−132Ce.

Nucleus Subshell Occupation Number
3s1/2 2d3/2 2d5/2 2f7/2 1g7/2 1h9/2 1h11/2 1i13/2

124Ce 0.56 1.45 2.60 0.48 1.38 0.00 1.53 0.00
126Ce 0.58 1.48 2.58 0.48 1.36 0.00 1.52 0.00
128Ce 0.58 1.49 2.62 0.47 1.31 0.00 1.53 0.00
130Ce 0.59 1.53 2.66 0.41 1.22 0.00 1.52 0.07
132Ce 0.53 1.45 2.81 0.40 1.21 0.00 1.59 0.01
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Table 3. The sub-shell occupation numbers (neutrons) in the nuclei 124−132Ce.

Nucleus Subshell Occupation Number
3s1/2 2d3/2 2d5/2 2f7/2 1g7/2 1h9/2 1h11/2 1i13/2

124Ce 0.97 1.83 4.43 0.91 3.55 0.06 4.16 0.09
126Ce 1.02 1.88 5.04 0.99 4.04 0.01 4.94 0.08
128Ce 1.14 2.03 5.52 0.98 4.90 0.09 5.23 0.11
130Ce 1.52 2.42 5.74 0.94 5.31 0.10 5.85 0.12
132Ce 1.96 3.46 5.91 0.90 5.80 0.10 5.75 0.12

Figure 1. Experimental and theoretical low-lying yrast spectra for the 124−132Ce nuclei (data taken from references [1-10]).

IV Yrast spectra

In Fig. 1, the low-lying yrast spectra of 124−132Ce isotopes
is displayed. The experimental yrast energy spectra is seen
to be reproduced up to 10+ with reasonable accuracy. We
have also examined the reliability and goodness of the HB
wave functions by calculating the B(E2; 0+ → 2+) values.
We have used the rotational model formula [23] for the cal-
culation of B(E2; 0+ → 2+) transition probabilities from
the values of intrinsic quadrupole moments of protons and
neutrons. According to this formula

B(E2; 01 → 21) = (1.02 × 10−5)A2/3[eπ < Q2
0 >π

+eν < Q2
0 >ν ]2, (19)

where < Q2
0 >π (or < Q2

0 >ν) are the intrinsic quadrupole
moments of valence protons (neutrons) and the proton (neu-
tron) effective charges eπ(eν) are

eπ = (1 + eeff ) and eν = (eeff )

Table 4. Comparison of the experimental and calculated
B(E2; 0+

1 → 2+
1 ) values in 124−132Ce isotopes. The B(E2) val-

ues are in units of e2.b2. Experimental data presented in column
2nd is taken from reference [8].

Nucleus B(E2; 0+
1 → 2+

1 )e2.b2

Experimental Th.
eeff = 0.55 eeff = 0.70

124Ce 3.7(9) 2.17 2.88
126Ce 2.33(14) 2.16 2.87
128Ce 2.16(23) 2.12 2.81
130Ce 2.00(17) 1.96 2.58
132Ce 1.90(30) 1.79 2.34

We have used this formula for the calculation of B(E2)
values for the entire isotopic mass chain of neutron-deficient
Ce isotopes. In Table 4, we present a comparison of the ob-
served B(E2; 0+

1 → 2+
1 ) values with the values calculated
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by substituting in relation (19), the values of < Q2
0 >π and

< Q2
0 >ν for 124−132Ce given in Table 1. It is satisfying

to note that the calculated B(E2) value estimates, are in
satisfactory agreement with the experimental values for the
0+
1 → 2+

1 transition.

V Conclusions

Based upon the results of the present calculations, the fol-
lowing broad conclusions can be drawn.

1. The experimental low-lying systematics, yrast spec-
tra and B(E2) transition probabilities of neutron-
deficient 124−132Ce isotopic mass chain are repro-
duced with reasonable accuracy by using PQOH in-
teraction.

2. The decrease in collectivity as one moves from 124Ce
to 132Ce is seen to arise due to the slow decrease in
the occupation of 1g7/2 proton orbit. Besides this,
it is found that the 2d5/2 and 1g7/2 neutron orbits are
more than half full and their occupations increase with
an increase in ‘A’. This results in the decrease of in-
trinsic quadrupole moments as one moves from 124Ce
to 132Ce.

3. As the slope of the 1h11/2,±5/2 orbit is weakly down
slopping and the occupation probability of this neu-
tron orbit increases as we pass from 124Ce to 132Ce,
the additional neutrons are found to be filling this orbit
resulting into a very small change in neutronic contri-
bution to the intrinsic quadrupole moments.
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